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ABSTRACT As one of the most successful recommendation techniques, collaborative filtering provides a
useful recommendation by associating an active user with a crowd of users who share the same interests.
Although some achievements have been achieved both in theory and practice, the efficiency of recommender
systems has been negatively affected by the problems of cold start and data sparsity recently. To solve
the above problems, the trust relationship among users is employed into recommender systems to build
a learning model to further promote the prediction quality and users’ satisfaction. However, most of the
existing social networks-based recommendation algorithms fail to take into account the fact that users with
different levels of trust and backgrounds, that is, user’s social status and homophily have different degrees of
influence on their friends. In this paper, a novel social matrix factorization-based recommendation method is
proposed to improve the recommendation quality by fusing user’s social status and homophily. User’s social
status and homophily play important roles in improving the performance of recommender systems. We first
build a user’s trust relationship network based on user social relationships and the rating information. Then,
the degree of trust is calculated through the trust propagation method and the PageRank algorithm. Finally,
the trust relationship is integrated into the matrix factorization model to accurately predict unknown ratings.
The proposed method is evaluated using real-life datasets including the Epinions and Douban datasets. The
experimental results and comparisons demonstrate that the proposed approach is superior to the existing
social networks-based recommendation algorithms.

INDEX TERMS Recommender systems, collaborative filtering, matrix factorization, PageRank algorithm,
trust networks.

I. INTRODUCTION
As Internet technology and ubiquitous computing develop
rapidly, the geometric growth of the information makes it
more and more difficult to find interest items for users to
meet their own needs from the vast amount of informa-
tion in time. This leads to ‘‘information overload’’ problem.
As a complementary tool for search engine, recommender
system (RS) recommends items that may be of interest to
users through establishing users’ interest models based on

analyzing users’ historical behaviors. It can provide person-
alized recommendation services for users without requir-
ing users to provide clear needs [1]. The research of RS
began in the 1990s, and a lot of research achievements of
related fields are employed into RS, such as cognitive sci-
ence, information retrieval, machine learning, and data min-
ing. Until now, RS has become a research hotspot, attracted
extensive attention from the science and industry communi-
ties, and is also widely and successfully applied in industrial
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community such as mobile-news, e-business services, and
e-tourism [2], [3].

As one of the most successful and widely used recom-
mendation technologies, collaborative filtering (CF)-based
recommendation methods can filter multimedia information
that are difficult for the computer to automatically analyze
content [4], such as movies, and music. In CF, products that
might be of interest are suggested to customers by analyzing
the ratings on those items from his/her neighbors [5].

In recent years, CF-based RS suffers from the following
major problems: cold start and data sparsity [4], [5]. CF-based
algorithms cannot obtain the accurate similarities between
users or between items using sparse rating data, thereby
affects the accuracy of CF-based RS [6]. For cold start, there
is a lack of ratings on items from newly registered users and
the item newly added to the system does not have any ratings
from users, thus RS cannot determine the similar neighbor
of the user or item, resulting in the inability to provide a
personalized recommendation for the newly registered user,
or the addition of new items are recommended to interested
users [7], [8].

To solve the problems of cold start and data sparsity,
more and more recommender systems (RSs) fuse social
context information into the recommendation models to
promote the prediction quality of RS. Especially, as the
basis of interpersonal communication, trust relationship
among users play a crucial role in solving information
interaction, and experience communication. Some recom-
mendation algorithms for trust relationship-based social net-
works have appeared recently. Moradi et al. [5] propose
a novel reliability measure based on trust relationship to
evaluate the recommendation performance, and the mea-
sure is introduced into trust-based CF approach to promote
the prediction quality of the social relationship-based RSs.
Ma et al. [9] present a trust relationship-based probabilis-
tic graph algorithm, which incorporate the user’s hobbies
and he/her trusted friends’ preferences to optimize the solu-
tion. Jamali et al. [10] study a recommendation method
for matrix factorization (MF) of social relationship net-
works, and the method of social relationship propagation is
employed into the proposed method to promote the recom-
mendation accuracy. Based on research in psychology and
sociology, Jiang et al. [11] explore various social recommen-
dation methods and present an enhanced recommendation
method which fuses the social context information including
user’s favors and influences between individuals into the
MF model. To express the internal relationships of social
networks, Zheng et al. [12] combine hypergraph theory with
probabilistic matrix factorization technology, and propose a
novel hybrid recommendation model. To establish a more
accurate recommendation model based on trust relationship
between users, Pan et al. [13] investigate the different roles
that a user as a truster and a trusted person in a social
network, and a novel social MF model based on adaptive
trust relation training is proposed to exactly reflect social
relationships.

However, these recommendation approaches based on
social networks have the following problems: (1) It only
utilizes the direct social trust relationship among users, but
ignores their implicit trust relationships between users. (2) In
fact, the trust relationship is sparse and the propagation of
social relationships among users is not considered in the
model training process. (3) Although we take into account
the factor that a user’s behavior might be affected by his/ her
most trusted and closest friends, ignore the factor that users
with different social status and backgrounds have different
effects on their friends.

To solve the above problems, inspired by [9], [10],
and [14]–[17], we investigate the impacts of user social status
and homophily on user trust relationships in social networks
and predictions in RS, and analyze users’ interactive behav-
iors from the user’s perspective to establish a recommenda-
tion model. In this study, we fuse the social status among
users, homophily, and the trust propagation into probability
matrix factorization (PMF) model, and propose a social rec-
ommendation approach based on the MF technology fusing
comprehensive evaluation of user social status and homophily
(USSHMF). In addition, we propose metrics on user’s social
status and homophily by using the PageRank algorithm and
TF-IDF. Inspired by [9], [10], [14], [16], [22], and [42],
by following the impact of users’ social relationships on
users’ behaviors in real life, the metrics on user’s social status
and homophily are introduced into the MF model to optimize
the user latent feature space. Meanwhile, we introduce a
social regularization term to constrain user feature space and
item’s feature space with their similar neighbor users and
items, respectively.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows.
Section 2 presents the relevant social theory and some typical
recommendation techniques. Next, we present a recommen-
dation model and framework based on the MF technology
fusing comprehensive evaluation of trust relationship in
Section 3. We introduce the evaluation methods and present
the experimental results on the real-life datasets in Section 4.
The last section draws the conclusions.

II. RELATED WORK
As the online social network services are becoming more
popular, RS can obtain rich information from the social
networks platforms [16]. Trust relationship between users
plays a crucial role in promoting the quality of RS. However,
trust is a very complex concept, which might be affected by
many factors. Sociological theories from the social sciences
including user social status and homophily are helpful to
explain the degree of influence on trust relationship between
users and make a prediction in RS.

A. SOCIAL THEORY
1) SOCIAL STATUS THEORY
A user’s social status represents the importance of this user
in the social relationship network, indicating the extent of
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this user attaching to other users in the network. The rela-
tionships between users are usually expressed by a directed
graph [13], [17]. Yu et al. [16] present an advanced MF
method through considering the influence of user social status
on users’ trust relationships. Wang et al. [14] explore the pre-
diction of trust relationship in view of sociology, and propose
a novel prediction algorithm of user’s trust relationship on
the basis of investigating the effect of social prestige theory
and homophily theory on trust relationship between users.
By introducing user’s social status and interest bias into the
establishment of social relationship networks, Li and Ma [43]
analyze a the influence of social prestige on user social
relationship, and present a user’s social relationship-based
recommendation approach.

The social status theory is used to explain how the social
levels of different users affect the establishment of trust rela-
tionship between users. Usually, a high-level user in the social
relationship network is considered to be the authority users,
and a low-level user is more likely to build trust relationships
with a higher-level user. For instance, suppose that user v is
an authoritative scholar in literary research, but he/her is a
beginner in economics in a social network. Thus the user u
is likely to accept the advice from the user v when buying a
literary book, but will not accept the advice from the user v
when buying an economics book.

2) HOMOPHILY THEORY
Homophily represents the tendency of individuals to relate
to similar individuals. It is easier to establish a connec-
tion between users with similar characteristics in the real
world. That is, users tend to interact with users who are
similar to themselves in certain aspects. Homophily factors
are mainly composed of the following two factors: simi-
larities of individual characteristics and the similarities of
the social environment [14], [42], [49]. Among them, the
similarities of individual characteristics include race, gender,
age, religion, belief, occupation, educational background, etc.
The characteristics of social environment include position,
social status, network position, behavior, ability, wishes, etc.
Wang et al. [14] analyze the effect of homophily on user
trust relationship, and construct a novel trust relationship
prediction algorithm based on matrix tri-decomposition tech-
niques. Tang et al. [42] study the impacts of homophily on
trust prediction, and integrate homophily regularization into
matrix factorization model to optimize user feature space.
Wang et al. [41] investigate the impacts of social status
and homophily on trust and distrust, and present a novel
method of making predictions of trust and distrust relation-
ships between users from different inducing factors through
employing multilayer neural network, namely, homophily,
emotion tendency, and social status.

3) TRUST METRICS
Trust networks reflect the trust relationships and the lev-
els of trust between users in social relationship networks.
Fig. 1 shows a trust network, a node of which denotes a user,

FIGURE 1. An example of a trust network. (a) A trust network. (b) A trust
relationship matrix between users.

and a directed arc denotes a trust relationship of one user to
other user. For instance, user u3 has a trust value of 0.7 for user
u4 and a trust value of 1 for user u1 in Fig. 1(a), so both u1
and u4 are in the trust network of user u3. Fig. 1(b) is the trust
relationship matrix corresponding to the trust relationship
network of Fig.1(a).

As the distance of trust between users increases, the degree
of trust relationships between users gradually decreases.
Therefore, the value of trust relationship of u to v is as
follows [4], [51]:

tuv =
gmax − guv + 1

gmax
(1)

where gmax denotes the maximum trust relationship-based
distance between two users, and guv denotes the trust
relationship-based distance of u to v. The distance-based trust
measurement considers the trust distance value between users
as 1. For example, to predict trust values for u3 to u1 and u2,
we set 4 as the maximum propagation distance.

According to Eq.(1), the trust distance values of u3 to
u1 and u1 to u2 would be assigned 1, respectively, so the
predicted trust value of u3 to u1 is (4− 1+ 1)/4=1. The trust
distance value of user u3 to user u2 would be assigned 2, so the
predicted trust value u3 to u2 is (4− 2+ 1)/4=0.75.
For datasets that do not have trust relationships, we can

calculate the users’ trust statements using the users’ neighbor
relationships in the rating matrix [15].

tuv =

∑
i∈Iuv f(u, v, i)

|Iuv|
=

∑
i∈Iuv (1−

1
S |rui − rvi|)

|Iuv|
(2)

where rui and rvi denote the ratings on i from u and v, respec-
tively. S denotes the range of the scale, and Iuv represents the
common item set rated from u and v. For instance, the value
of S is 5 for 5-scale integer rating in the Epinions dataset.

B. MATRIX FACTORIZATION MODEL
CF-based recommendation algorithms are mainly classified
into following two categories: memory-based CF and model-
based CF. Among them, the algorithm of the former is simple
and have high recommendation quality. However, as the num-
ber of users and items grows rapidly, the online prediction
quality of the memory-based CF gradually fails to adapt to
the needs of users and platforms. In recent years, because
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FIGURE 2. The process of rating prediction.

of its good scalability and accurate predictability in process-
ing large-scale data, the model-based CF has been studied
extensively, especially the recommendation algorithms based
on MF technology have attracted widespread attention from
academia and industry.

The MF model projects user’s favors and item’s features
into the same latent factor space, and predicts ratings accord-
ing to the degree of matching between user’s favors and
items’ features. The MF model is written as follows [1]:

R ≈ Pn×kQT
m×k = R̂ (3)

Here, R indicates the rating matrix of n × k, which
is approximately decomposed into following two matrices:
Pn×k and Qm×k. Among them, Pn×k represents the charac-
teristic matrix of users and Qm×k indicates the characteristic
matrix of items. n represents the number of users, and m rep-
resents the number of items, respectively. The inner product
of Pn×k and Qm×k forms the approximate matrix denoted by
R̂ of R. k indicates the dimension of P.

As an original rating matrix, R is usually extremely sparse
in RS. Our goal is to minimize deviation between R̂ and R,
obtain the model parameters of P and Q by training the
established model, and get a filled user-item rating matrix [7],
[10]. The objective function is as follows:

L = min
∥∥∥R− R̂

∥∥∥ = min(
∑n

u=1

∑m

i=1
(rui − PuQT

i )
2

+ λ(‖P‖2 + ‖Q‖2 )) (4)

where Pu and Qi represent the corresponding eigenvectors
of low-dimensional matrices P and Q, respectively, and
λ(‖P‖2 + ‖Q‖2) indicates the regularization item, which is
introduced to avoid overfitting.

The real values P and Q are approximated by a stochastic
gradient descent method, which are described as follows:

Pu← Pu − η
∂L
∂Pu

(5)

Qi← Qi − η
∂L
∂Qi

(6)

where η represents the learning rate. The difference between
rmi and r̂mi for an observed pair is minimized by differentiat-
ing (rmi − r̂mi)

2 as follows:

∂

∂puk
(rmi − r̂mi)

2
= −2pmk(rmi −

∑K

k=1
pmkqki) (7)

∂

∂qki
(rmi − r̂mi)

2
= −2qki(rki −

∑K

k=1
pmkqki) (8)

The recurrence formulas are obtained according to gradient
descent-based updating procedure:

puk = puk + η(qki · eui − λpuk) (9)

qki = qki + η(puk · eui − λqki) (10)

where eui equals to rmi − r̂mi. The predicted ratings are
obtained as follows:

r̂ui =
∑K

k=1
pukqki (11)

Fig. 2 shows a process of rating prediction. A matrix of
4×5 is decomposed into user and item feature matrices by
Eq.(9) and Eq.(10), and a predicted rating matrix is obtained
by Eq.(11).

III. THE ALGORITHM AND FRAMEWORK INTEGRATING
USERS’ SOCIAL NETWORKS AND MATRIX
FACTORIZATION TECHNIQUES
In this section, the proposed algorithm for the fusion of
users’ social networks and MF techniques will be presented.
First, the framework of the recommendation approach fus-
ing user social relations and MF techniques is described.
Then, the processes of themodel establishment and parameter
learning are illustrated specifically.

A. THE PROPOSED FRAMEWORK
From the user’s perspective, user’s decisions would be
affected by his/her trusted friends with different social status,
and the degree of influence will depend on the extent of
his trust in his/her friends. Inspired by the above intuition,
we integrate the user’s social status, homophily, and trust
relationship into the matrix factorization model and propose a
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FIGURE 3. The framework of the proposed recommendation algorithm.

framework for a recommendation algorithm that fuses social
relationships as shown in Fig. 3.

The implementation of our recommendation approach is
divided into the following steps: (1) We build a rating matrix
and trust relationship matrix by collecting data; (2) Calculate
the implicit the values of social relationships between users
using the rating information according to Eq.(2), and explicit
trust statements between users using trust propagation based
on the trust relationship matrix according to Eq.(1); (3) Cal-
culate users’ social status using the PageRank algorithm; (4)
Adjust the trust relationships among users using user’s social
status and homophily characteristics; (5) Establish the matrix
factorization trust relationships fusing the users’ social status
and homophily characteristics.

1) CALCULATE THE SOCIAL STATUS OF USERS IN
TRUST NETWORKS
In social networks, users with high social status usually pro-
vide valuable information to users with low social status,
therefore they have a lot of in-degrees. Correspondingly,
users with low social status usually refer to the suggestions
of users with high social status, and thus they have more out-
degrees [16]. The (user, item) pair in RS is expressed as a
bipartite graph, i.e., G (V, E). The two types of vertices are
denoted as user ui and item ii, respectively, as shown in Fig. 4.
Suppose that u1 clicks on i1, i2 and i3, u2 clicks on i1 and i3,
u3 clicks on i2 and i5, and u4 clicks on i3 and i4. Then it can
be converted to Fig.4(b), which shows the users and the items
they clicked.

Suppose we want to suggest items he/she might be
interested in for the user u1. Let’s start at the vertex that
corresponds to the user u1, and select a path randomly with
the probability of ϕ from the outgoing edge of u1 to reach the

FIGURE 4. The representation of a bipartite graph. (a) (user, item) pair. (b)
bipartite graph.

next vertex, say vertex v1. The starting point u1 is returned
from the vertex v1 with the probability of 1-ϕ, and the out-
going edges of the vertex v1 walk with the probability of ϕ.
After a lot of rounds of travel, it is found that the impor-
tance of each vertex would converge, and the probability
of the vertex corresponding to each user is the social status
value of user in social relationship network. The value of
PRu can be obtained by iteration. For PageRank algorithm,
since the initial access probability of each node is the same,
the initial access probability of each vertex is 1/N. Through
the above analysis, the PageRank algorithm is employed to
compute the social status of each user in social networks as
follows [16]–[18], [53]–[55]:

PRu = ϕ
∑

v∈Cu

PRv

|Cu|
+

1
N
(1− ϕ) (12)

where PRu indicates the value of the user u’s PageRank in
each cluster, and the user social status refers to the local rel-
ative value of the user in each social network, which reflects
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the authoritativeness of the user with similar preferences to
a certain item. Cu indicates the set of closest friends of u,
the number of users is denoted as N, and ϕ represents the
probability of jumping out of the current trust network, which
is range of [0, 1].

In real life, the higher the social status of a person in a field
is, the stronger his/her influence will be, and the more likely
others are to accept his/her advice. If the social status of user u
is higher than user v, the possibility that the user u accepts the
suggestions of the user v is relatively small. Otherwise, u is
more likely to accept the suggestions of v. Motivated by this
intuition, the adjusted weighted trust relationship with social
status between u and v namely Wuv is as follows:

Wuv =

PRv ∗ tuv PRv > PRu
PRv

PRu
∗ tuv otherwise

(13)

The higher the status of the user v in social networks,
the higher the credibility of the user v. For instance, if the
values of PRu, PRv and PRw are 0.7, 0.9 and 0.5, respectively,
the user u is likely to accept the recommendation of v rather
than w. Otherwise, the possibility of user v accepting u’s sug-
gestion is less than that of user u’s accepting v’s suggestion.
It is noticed that PRu and PRv are normalized values of social
status.

The degree of user u’s trust in user v is not only affected
by the social status of the user, but is also relevant to the
amount of commonly rated items of two users. Motivated
by the intuition, the common ratings are considered as an
interaction between two users. In general, the more products
two users rated commonly, the more similar their ratings are,
and the closer their preferences are. In addition, the interests
of u and v on the same product change with time. Therefore,
it is necessary to introduce a time decay factor to compute
the interest similarity between u and v. If the time interval
for two users to rate the same item is far apart, the similarity
of two users’ interest similarity should be reduced. A trust
network can be established according to the combination
of the similarities and the social trust relationships between
users. The adjusted weighted trust relationship with common
interests of users is computed as follows:

W∗uv =



|Iuv|
|Iu| + |Iv|

∗

∑
i∈Iuv 1/(1+ exp(ω|tui − tvi|)

|Iuv|
∗ simuv ∗ PRv ∗ tuv PRv ≥ PRu

|Iuv|
|Iu| + |Iv|

∗

∑
i∈Iuv 1/(1+ exp(ω|tui − tvi|)

|Iuv|

∗ simuv ∗
PRv

PRu
∗ tuv otherwise

(14)

where Iu and Iv indicate the sets of items rated from u and v,
respectively. ω represents the parameter of time attenuation.
Iuv indicates the set of common items rated from users u
and v. tui and tvi indicate the times of item i rated from u
and v, respectively. simuv represents the preference similarity

between u and v that is computed as follows [1], [2]:

simuv =

∑
i∈Iuv (rui − r̄u) (rvi − r̄v)√∑

i∈Iuv (rui − r̄u)2
√∑

i∈Iuv (rvi − r̄v)2
(15)

where r̄u and r̄v denote the average ratings on all items from
u and v, respectively. The ratings on all the items from u are
written as ru = {ru1, ru2, . . . , run}. The active user’s rating
for specified item can be calculated according to the closest
k users’ ratings as follows [46]:

r̂ui = r̄u +

∑
v∈Nu

simuv(rvi − r̄v)∑
v∈Nu
|simuv|

(16)

where Nu denotes the closest neighbors set of u.
Fig. 5 shows a trust network with user’s social status. The

trust network is composed of 6 nodes and 10 directed arcs.
A node denotes a user, and an arc, i.e., an association between
two users expresses his/her degree of trust in other user. For
instance, user u1 has a trust relationship of 0.6 to u2, and user
u1 has a social status value of 0.3.

FIGURE 5. A trust network with user’s social status.

2) CALCULATE THE HOMOPHILY OF USERS IN
TRUST NETWORKS
In social networks, homophily is also an important factor
affecting the trust relationship between users. In general,
users with similar characteristics have similar behaviors and
they are more likely to establish trust relationships. The pref-
erence similarity of two users is obtained through computing
the label similarity and individual characteristics similar-
ity [14], [46]. TF-IDF can be used to calculate to the weight of
the label. All labels are considered as a set of documents, and
the weight of ui to label bk is computed as follows [45]–[47]:

twuk= tf(u, k)× log2 (
Nt

duk + 1
) (17)

where tf(u,k) represents the times that label bk appears in
the label set, duk represents the amount of users tagging
the product bk, and Nt represents the total amount of users
tagging products.

According to the label weight vector of users, their
preference similarity between users is obtained as
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FIGURE 6. A simple example for social MF. (a) the predicted rating matrix by the proposed social MF. (b) the predicted rating
matrix by PMF.

follows [14], [45]:

Suv =

∑n
k=1 twuktwvk√∑n

k=1 tw
2
uk

√∑n
p=1 tw

2
vk

(18)

where Suv represents the preference similarity between
uu and uv based on label weight. In addition, inspired
by [14], [45]–[47], [50], and [52], user individual charac-
teristics, as another factor that affects user’s decision, can
be divided into three categories [13], [52], [58]: the same,
similar, and dissimilar.

h(ve1, ve2) =


(ve1, ve2) ∈ same if ve1 = ve2
(ve1, ve2) ∈ similar else if |ra1 − ra2|
(ve1, ve2) ∈ disimilar else

≤

∑
ui,uj∈U

∑
ui,uj∈U |vei − vej|

|U| · |U− 1|
(19)

where user individual characteristics can be defined as a
vector F = (ft1, ft2, . . . , ftm), ve1 and ve2 are two values
of the same characteristic fti (1≤i≤m), and ra1 and ra2 rep-
resent the average preferences with the characteristics ve1

and ve2, respectively. If the two user’s attribute values are
the same, the two user preferences are the same. If the two
user attributes are in the deviation range, the two user’s
preferences are similar; otherwise, the two user’s preferences
are dissimilar. Inspired by [10], [14], [16], and [22], user’s
homophily can be computed as follows:

Hij =
|sa| + |ss|

|sa| + |ss| + |sd|

∑n
p=1 twiptwjp√∑n

p=1 tw
2
ip

√∑n
p=1 tw

2
jp

(20)

where sa, ss, and sd are sets of user’s homophily with the
same, similar, and dissimilar attributes, respectively.

B. THE PROPOSED ALGORITHM MODEL
By integrating the trust relationships with user’s social status
into the MF algorithm, we will construct an enhanced recom-
mendation algorithm to solve the problems of cold start and
data sparsity in RS. In real life scenarios, the personalized
recommendation algorithm includes two aspects as follows:
(1) A user’ decision is usually influenced by his/her closest
friends, therefore, the ultimate rating for an item should
be a combination of his/her preferences and his/her closest
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friends’ tastes, and W∗uv denotes the degree of interpersonal
trust. (2) A user’s favors are similar to that of a user who
has the same or similar background, and Huv indicates the
extent of preference similarity between u and v based on
user’s homophily.

1) A SIMPLE EXAMPLE
An example is used to explain the distinction between our
proposed social recommendation approach and the traditional
PMF recommendation algorithm. A typical rating predic-
tion process based on the social trust network is described
in Fig. 6. There are 6 users in total with 10 relationships
between users in the trust relationship graph, each user is
associated with a social status value vij, and each arc is in
connection with a weight wij, which is range of [0, 1] to
represent the degree of ui trusts uj. Our task to accomplish
is how to predict the unknown ratings in the rating matrix
accurately and quickly. For ease of description, Fig.6 uses
only two source, the rating matrix and trust relationships
between users to make a prediction. Inspired by the intuition
that the social relationships between users will influence the
user’s behaviors, thus, the rating information and the trust
relationship are factorized simultaneously using PTQ, where
P and Q indicate the low-dimensional latent feature matrices
of users and items, respectively [9], [22], [48], [49]. The latent
eigenvectors of user u relies on the latent eigenvectors of
his/her closest friends v ∈ Nu, and this influence is described
as follows [10]:

P̂u =

∑
v∈Nu

TuvPv∑
v∈Nu

Tuv
(21)

Among them, P̂u indicates the approximate latent eigen-
vector of user u. Each row of the user’s trust relationship
matrix can be normalized as

∑N
v=1 Tuv = 1, so the user u’s

estimated latent eigenvector is obtained by his/her closest
friends v as follows [10]:

P̂u =
∑

v∈Nu
TuvPv (22)

where Tuv is calculated according to Eq.(14). We conduct a
social MF to make a recommendation (k=5), and obtain P6×5
and Q8×5 as Fig.6. Then we can predict unknown ratings in
thematrix using PTQ. It can be seen from the predicted results
that even for a cold start user, such as u4 does not rate any
item, the available items can be recommended for user u4
by utilizing the trust relationship between users. Otherwise,
we cannot predict the missing values for user u4 by the
traditional PMF.

2) ADD THE INTERPERSONAL TRUST WITH USERS’
SOCIAL STATUS
According to [27], we assume that the latent eigenvectors of
users and items obey the Gaussian prior distribution:

p
(
P | σ 2

P

)
=

∏N

u=1
N
(
Pu | 0,σ 2

P

)
(23)

p
(
Q | σ 2

Q

)
=

∏M

i=1
N
(
Qi | 0,σ 2

Q

)
(24)

Inspired by [9], [10], and [27], by adding the trust networks
to the user eigenvectors, the user u’s conditional distribution
can be obtained according to the user eigenvectors of his/her
closest neighbors as follows:

p
(
P |W,σ 2

W

)
=

∏N

u=1
N
(
Pu |

∑
v∈Nu

W∗uvP
T
v , σ

2
W

)
(25)

According to [10], we can get the posterior probability of
P and Q by a Bayesian inference:

p
(
P,Q |R,W,σ 2

R, σ
2
W, σ

2
P, σ

2
Q

)
∝ p

(
R |P,Q,σ 2

R

)
p
(
P |T,σ 2

P , σ
2
W

)
p
(
Q | σ 2

R

)
=

∏N

u=1

∏M

i=1

[
N
(
Rui | g

(
PTuQi

)
, σ 2

r

)]IRui
×

∏N

u=1
N
(
Pu |

∑
v∈Nu

W∗uvPv, σ
2
WI
)

×

∏N

u=1
N(Pu|0, σ 2

P I)

×

∏M

i=1
N(Qi|0, σ 2

QI) (26)

where IRui represents the indicator function, which equals to 1
when the item vi has been rated by the user uu and equals to
0 otherwise.

3) ADD THE INFLUENCE OF INTERPERSONAL
HOMOGENEITY BETWEEN USERS
Similar to Eq.(25), motivated by [9] and [32], we can obtain
the conditional distribution according to the user latent fea-
ture.

p
(
P |H,σ 2

H

)
=

∏N

u=1
N
(
Pu |

∑
v∈Nu

HuvPTv , σ
2
H

)
(27)

According to [10] and [12], we can get the following pos-
terior probability of P and Q by using the rating matrix, social
trust matrix with user’s social status, and user’s homophily:

p
(
P,Q |R,W,H, σ 2

R, σ
2
T, σ

2
P, σ

2
Q

)
∝ p

(
R |P,Q,σ 2

R

)
p
(
P |W,σ 2

P , σ
2
T

)
p
(
Q | σ 2

R

)
=

∏N

u=1

∏M

i=1

[
N
(
Rui | g

(
PTuQi

)
, σ 2

r

)]IRui
×

∏N

u=1
N
(
Pu |

∑
v∈Nu

W∗uvPv, σ
2
WI
)

×

∏N

u=1
N
(
Pu |

∑
v∈Nu

HuvPv, σ 2
HI
)

×

∏N

u=1
N(Pu|0, σ 2

P I)

×

∏M

i=1
N(Qi|0, σ 2

QI) (28)

4) ADD THE INFLUENCE OF FEATURE VECTORS
BETWEEN USERS
In real life, friends trusted by user u may have different
interests and hobbies. Some friends have similar interests and
hobbies, and other friends may have different hobbies with
user u. If the user u’s interests differ too much from those of
the trusted friends, it will lead to the problem of reducing the
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accuracy of the user feature vector Pu of user u. To deal with
the above problem, regularization items are proposed in the
literature [32], [48]–[50], therefore, we employ the following
regularization item into the recommendation model:

β

2

∑N

u=1

∑
t∈T+(u)

simut||Pu − Pt||2F (29)

where T+(u) represents the set of closest friends of ui.

5) ADD THE INFLUENCE OF FEATURE VECTORS
BETWEEN ITEMS
Inspired by [32], [41], and [49], we propose to impose a social
regularization term to constrain item’s feature vector Q with
its similar neighbor items. In real life, people will consider
similar products as substitutes when purchasing products. For
example, when a user purchases a book on data structure
book, he/she may also choose to purchase an algorithm book.∑M

i=1

∑
j∈Ni

simij||Qi − Qj||
2
F (30)

where simij is the similarity between items i and j, which can
be calculated as follows:

simij =

∑
u∈Uij

(rui − r̄i)
(
ruj − r̄j

)√∑
u∈Uij

(rui − r̄i)2
√∑

u∈Uij
(ruj − r̄j)2

(31)

where Ui and Uj denote the sets of users who rated items i
and j, respectively, and Uij denotes the set of users who rated
both items i and j. r̄i and r̄j indicate the average ratings on i
and j in Uij, respectively.
Based on the above intuition, we add the regularization

item to the recommendation model, and the original problem
is converted to minimize the formula.

L (R,W,H,P,Q)

=
1
2

∑N

u=1

∑M

i=1
IRui
(
Rui−g

(
PTuQi

))2
+
λU

2

∑N

u=1
PTuPu +

λV

2

∑M

i=1
QT
i Qi

+
λW

2

∑N

u=1
(
(
Pu −

∑
v∈Nu

W∗uvPv
)T

× (Pu −
∑

v∈Nu
W∗uvPv))

+
λH

2

∑N

u=1
(
(
Pu −

∑
v∈Nu

HuvPv
)T

× (Pu −
∑

v∈Nu
HuvPv))

+
β

2

∑N

u=1

∑
t∈T(u)

simut||Pu − Pt||2F

+
γ

2

∑M

i=1

∑
j∈Ni

simij||Qi − Qj||
2
F (32)

Here, λP =
σ 2R
σ 2P
, λQ =

σ 2R
σ 2Q
, λW =

σ 2R
σ 2W
, λH =

σ 2R
σ 2H

.

To minimize the above objective function, we execute the

gradient descent on Pu and Qi.

∂L
∂Pu
=

∑M

i=1
IRuiVig

′
(
PTuQi

)
(g
(
PTuQi

)
−Rui)

+ λUPu + λT
(
Pu −

∑
v∈Nu

W∗uvPv
)

− λT
∑

u∈Nv
W∗vu

(
Pv −

∑
w∈Nv

W∗vwPw
)

+ λH

(
Pu −

∑
v∈Nu

HuvPv
)

− λH
∑

u∈Nv
Huv

(
Pv −

∑
w∈Nv

HvwPw
)

+β
∑

t∈T+(u)
simut (Pu − Pt)

+β
∑

s∈T−(u)
simus (Pu − Ps) (33)

∂L
∂Qi
=

∑N

u=1
IRuiPvg

′
(
PTuQi

)
(g
(
PTuQi

)
−Rui)+ λVQi

+

∑
j∈Ni

simij
(
Qi − Qj

)
(34)

where T−(u) represents the set of friends who trust uu. g
′

(a)
equals to g

′

(a) = e−a

(1+e−a)2
, which represents the derivative of

g (a) = 1
1+e−a . simut and simus denote similarities between

users u and t, u and s, respectively, which are calculated
according to Eq.(15).

Then the latent eigenvectors Pu and Qi of users and items
are updated as follows:

P(t+1)u = P(t)u − η
∂L(t)
∂Pu

(35)

Q(t+1)
i = Q(t)

i − η
∂L(t)
∂Qi

(36)

where η represents the learning rate.
The execution process of USSHMF can be illustrated as

follows:

IV. EXPERIMENTS
Several experiments are performed on the Douban and Epin-
ions datasets to contrast the recommendation quality of
USSHMF to other state-of-the-art methods. We present the
detailed introduction of experimental datasets, parameter set-
tings, metrics, and experimental results in this section [3], [9],
[10], [22], [23].

A. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
1) EXPERIMENTAL DATASETS
Two real-life experimental datasets including Douban1 and
Epinions2 are used in the experiments [5], [19], [28]: (1)
As one of the major datasets for verifying the performance
of recommendation algorithms, each user in the Douban
dataset can provide ratings for movies, books, and music,
and the ratings range from 1 to 5, which represent user
preferences for items. The sampled dataset contains 825,058
ratings of 14,682 movies by 3,220 users, and 2245 trust

1http://www.douban.com
2http://www.epinions.com
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Algorithm 1 Algorithm Based on Matrix Factorization
Technique Fusing Comprehensive Evaluation of User Social
Status and Homophily
Input : an original rating matrix R, a social trust relationship
matrix W, a user-tage set K.

initialize P(0)u , Q(0)
i , ε, t=0, and number of

iterations N.
Output : an estimated ratingmatrix R, a user eigenvector P(∗)u ,
an item eigenvector Q(∗)

i .
1 if t>N, then goto step 8;
2 building the trust relationship matrix with user social status.
3 for u=1 to N
4 for v=1 to N
5 if Wuv /∈ φ then calculate Wuv using Eq.(14).
6 end for
7 end for
8 building the user’s homophily matrix.
9 for u=1 to N
10 for v=1 to N
11 if Huv /∈ φ then calculate Huv using Eq.(20).
12 end for
13 end for
14 Calculate ∂L(t)

∂Pu
and ∂L(t)

∂Qi
;

15 Calculate P(t+1)u = P(t)u −η
∂L(t)
∂Pu

and Q(t+1)
i = Q(t)

i −η
∂L(t)
∂Qi

;
16 if L(t)< ε then goto step 14;
17 t++;
18 Output P(∗)u , Q(∗)

i ;
19 Predict the unknown ratings based on Eq.(11).

relationships. The sparsity of the rating information is 98.3%,
and the sparsity of user’s social relationship is 99.995%.
(2) Epinions.com is a customer review website designed to
promote experiences sharing about products. The extracted
dataset is made up of 36,210 different products rated by 3,521
users. There are 68,329 ratings and 42,336 trust statements.
The sparsity of the rating information is 99.94%, and the
sparsity of user’s social relationship is 99.97%. Each user can
review the products as an integer from 1 to 5. In addition,
each user on the Epinions website has a ‘‘trust relationship’’
list [9], [22].

2) METRICS
We evaluate the performance of recommendation algorithms
using the following metrics in this paper: mean absolute
error (MAE) and root mean square error (RMSE). They are
the most frequently employed metrics to calculate the accu-
racy of recommendation.

MAE is defined as follows [1]:

MAE =

∑
(u,i)∈Rt

∣∣rui − r̂ui
∣∣

|Rt|
(37)

where Rt represents the set of the ratings of tested
items. In RS, the smaller MAE value indicates that the
prediction is more accurate and the algorithm performance is
better.

TABLE 1. Parameter specification and default values.

RMSE is defined as follows [26]:

RMSE =

√√√√∑
(u,i)∈Rt

(
rui − r̂ui

)2
|Rt|

(38)

3) COMPARISON
In the experiments, the proposed method (USSHMF) is
compared to the PMF [22], [25], NMF [24], RSTE [9],
SocialMF [10], and CSIT [27]. PMF is proposed by Salakhut-
dinov and only uses the user-item rating matrix for recom-
mendations based on PMF. NMF is a constraintMF algorithm
that enables the learnt features to more precisely describe the
actual meanings such as the user interests and community
tendencies. RSTE is a social matrix factorization method
that uses the individual trust between users to optimize the
solution, and integrate users’ preferences and trusted friends’
tastes as final ratings. SocialMF is a recommendation algo-
rithm based on social networks proposed by Jamali, which
adds a trust propagation mechanism to PMF to improve the
accuracy of recommendations. CSIT is another social rec-
ommendation algorithm, which integrates the individual trust
among users andGaussianmixturemodel into the recommen-
dation framework.

4) PARAMETER SETTINGS
We set the parameters of different algorithms by refer-
ring to the corresponding literature and experimental results
of the comparison algorithms. Under the settings of these
parameters, each comparison algorithm achieves optimal
performance. Table 1 shows the meanings and the default
values of parameters in all algorithms.
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B. RESULTS OF EXPERIMENTS
1) RECOMMENDATION ACCURACY
We evaluate the accuracy of these recommendation algo-
rithms in terms of MAE and RSME. Firstly, 80% of the
data is selected randomly as a training dataset, and the rest
of 20% is as a test dataset. We performed five experiments
independently, and the average is taken as the final exper-
imental result. Then serious experiments are performed on
the Douban and Epinions datasets, and Table 2 reports the
experimental results.

TABLE 2. Performance comparisons on MAE for two datasets.

For the same dataset, we set the parameters of different
algorithms to the same by referring to the corresponding
literature [9]–[12], [14], [16], [21], [22], [27], [32], [47], and
then we adjust corresponding parameter settings according to
experimental results of the comparison algorithms to achieve
optimal performance. On the Douban dataset, the number
of hidden features, i.e. k is set to 15, λP = λQ = 0.05,
α = 0.8, λT = 1, λS = 0.2, λW = 5, and λH = 0.4 for all
algorithms. On the Epinions dataset, k=10, λP = λQ = 0.1,
α = 0.7,λS = 0.3, λT = 5, λW = 4, and λH = 0.7 for all
algorithms.

It can be seen from the reported results that the pro-
posed method USSHMF outperforms the other methods
under the MAE measure for the two datasets. For instance,
our model improves the MAE performance of PMF, NMF,
RSTE, SocialMF, and CSIT by 11.5%, 9.21%, 5.97%, 3.8%,
and 3.16% when k=15 on the Douban dataset, respectively.
Our model improves the MAE performance of PMF, NMF,
RSTE, SocialMF, and CSIT by 13.4%, 12%, 10.1%, 7.23%,
and 4.5% when k=10 on the Epinions, respectively. It is
noted that the performance is significantly improved on the
Epinions dataset over the Douban dataset. This is because
that users’ social status and homophily are introduced into
our model, and Epinions contain explicit trust relationships
between users while Douban dataset do not have explicit
trust. relationships between users. However, we establish trust
relationships through the user’s neighbor relationships in this
paper, and the accuracy of the algorithm is also improved
compared to other algorithms.

2) PERFORMANCE ON SPARSE DATASETS
a: IMPACT OF DIFFERENT DEGREES FOR SPARSE DATA
To verify the performance of various recommendation
approaches when solving sparse data, some new datasets
are generated according to the following rules: the number
of rated items per user less than 30, 25, 20, 15, 10 and
5 items as the new datasets, and the spasities are 99.80%,

FIGURE 7. The MAE measure on sparse Douban dataset.

99.82%, 99.86%, 99.89%, 99.93%, and 99.96%, respectively.
The accuracy of each model is verified in terms of MAE.
Fig. 7 graphically compares the proposed approach with the
PMF, NMF, RSTE, SocialMF, and ContextMF approaches on
Douban dataset in terms of MAE.

In Fig.7, X coordinates indicates sparsity of data, and Y
coordinates indicates the measure of MAE. The sparsity of
data is defined as (1− the number of ratings

|U|×|I| ). The reported result
from Fig.7 shows that the proposed model outperforms other
models compared from 98.8% to 99.96% in term of MAE.
It is because USSHMFmodel fuses the effects of user’s social
status and homophily on the recommendation accuracy into
MF model while other models do not consider these factors,
which indicates it is effective to fuse the user’s social status
and homophily into the USSHMF model.

b: IMPACTS OF PARAMETERS λW AND λH
In the USSHMF model, parameters λW and λH are used to
control the impacts of social relationship on user behaviors.
Fig. 8 and Fig. 9 reveal the effects of the different values of
λW and λH on the MAE measure of the USSHMF. As shown
in these figures, the larger the training set is, the higher the
accuracy is. As λW increases, the quality of the prediction
rises too. However, when λW exceeds a certain threshold
(λW = 5 for the Douban dataset, and λW = 4 for the
Epinions dataset), the performance would decrease. The pro-
posed model reaches its best results when λW = 5 and
λW = 4 on the Douban and Epinions datasets, respectively.
As shown in Fig. 9, the performances of the USSHMF model
can achieve their highest levels when λH = 0.4 and λH = 0.7
on the Douban and Epinions datasets.

c: IMPACTS OF PARAMETERS β AND γ

In the USSHMF model, parameters β and γ are both impor-
tant parameters that influence the performance of the recom-
mendation. They control how the user feature and item feature
are adjusted to approximate real user interests. If a very small
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FIGURE 8. The influence of λW on the MAE in the Douban and Epinions
datasets(dimension=10).

value of β or γ is employed, we only mine the information
of the user-item rating matrix, social status, and homophily
to constrain the feature vectors of user and item. If a very
large value of β or γ is employed, the regularization termwill
dominate the learning processes. Fig. 10 and Fig.11 show the
impacts of β and γ on MAE in our model, respectively.
We observe that the value of β influences the recommenda-
tion performance significantly, which demonstrates the social
network information can improve the recommendation accu-
racy greatly. As the value of β increases, the MAE value
decrease at first, but when the value of β goes below a certain
threshold (0.5 for the Douban dataset, and 0.01 for the Epin-
ions dataset), the MAE values increase with further increase
of the value of β. The impacts of γ generally share the
same trend as the impacts of β on the Douban and Epinions

FIGURE 9. The influence of λH on the MAE in the Douban and Epinions
datasets(dimension=10).

datasets. It can be seen that reasonable adjustment of param-
eters β and γ can effectively improve the recommendation
quality of the USSHMF model.

d: IMPACT OF FEATURE DIMENSIONALITY k
The dimension k of the latent eigenvector is another important
parameter that influences the performance of the recommen-
dation for the USSHMF model. Fig. 12 shows the impact
of k on MAE for the Douban and Epinions datasets. As k
increases, the accuracy of the recommendation also increases
firstly, but the prediction accuracy decreases when k sur-
passes the threshold (15 for the Douban dataset, and 10 for
the Epinions dataset), finally the prediction accuracy tends
to stable. The phenomenon indicates that although the MF

FIGURE 10. The influence of β on the MAE in the Douban and Epinions datasets(dimension=10).
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FIGURE 11. The influence of γ on the MAE in the Douban and Epinions datasets (dimension=10).

FIGURE 12. The impact of dimension.

model can represent more hidden features when k increases,
it also introduces some noise and reduces the accuracy of
recommendation. This observation verifies the basic assump-
tions of the MF model: only a few of latent factors affect the
user’s favors and characterize the items.

3) PERFORMANCE ON CORD START PROBLEM
Similarly, to demonstrate the prediction quality of the
USSHMF algorithm under cold start users, we perform
an experiment on cold users on the Douban and Epinions
datasets, and Table 3 reports the experimental results of
several different algorithms. Here, the users rated no more
than 5 products are considered as cold-start users [12], [30].

USSHMF improves the MAE performances of PMF and
NMF by more than 20% and by more than 9%, 7%, and 3%
against RSTE, SocialMF, and CSIT on the Douban dataset,

TABLE 3. The performance comparisons of cold start users on the
Douban and Epinions datasets.

respectively. USSHMF improves the RMSE performances of
PMF and NMF by more than 23%, by more than 10% against
RSTE and SocialMF, and by more than 14% against CSIT.
Similarly, on the Epinions dataset, USSHMF improves the
MAE performances of PMF and NMF by more than 30%,
by more than 20% against RSTE, by more than 10% against
SocialMF and CSIT, respectively. USSHMF improves the
RMSE performances of PMF and NMF by more than 30%,
by more than 26% against RSTE, by more than 8% against
SocialMF and CSIT, respectively. We can clearly observe
from the experimental results for cold start users that the
performance of the USSHMF model presented in the Epin-
ions dataset is superior to that of the Douban dataset. It is
because that the USSHMF model has few trust relationships
available on sparse Douban dataset, and it mainly utilizes
user’s homophily feature, while USSHMF uses the individual
trust between users and user’s social status influences on the
Epinions dataset, in addition to user’s homophily feature.

4) PERFORMANCE COMPARISON AND ANALYSIS
We get the following observations by comparing these exper-
imental results on the Douban and Epinions datasets,:

The conventional MF model, i.e., PMF and NMF make
recommendations by using the rating information, rather than
using additional trust relationship between users, so they have
the worst performance of all the models.
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The social MF models, i.e., RSTE, SocialMF, and CSIT,
are superior to PMF and NMF. This is because they integrate
social trust relationships into model training to obtain more
accurate user preferences. The experimental results indicate
that social trust relationship is useful to alleviate data sparsity
and cold start problems.

Our model i.e., USSHMF, can make better use of the trust
relationship between users, such as user’s social status and
homophily feature, to improve the recommendation perfor-
mance. The experimental results show that USSHMF can
further reduce the problems of data sparsity and cold start.

V. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
With the advent of online social networks, it has become
increasingly important to exploit the information hidden in
the social network to predict the behavior of users. The
social network-based recommendation algorithm assumes
that social network users’ preferences are influenced by their
friends and believe that these friends have similar prefer-
ences each other. Motivated by the intuition, the existing
recommendation algorithms based on social networks such
as RSTE, SocialMF, and CSIT integrate individual trust into
MF model to improve the performance of recommendation.
In real life, each user has different social status in different
fields, and users with the same background are likely to
have similar preferences. In this paper, we propose a novel
recommendation model and a framework based on the MF
technique fusing comprehensive evaluation of user social
status and homophily, which is named USSHMF. We also
conduct extensive experiments on two real-life datasets, and
the experimental results show that our model exhibits higher
recommendation accuracy over the existing state-of-the-art
recommendation models. Although it has some advantages
in its recommendation effectiveness, there are still some lim-
itations in the model. For example, the model only considers
trust relationships and homophily factors among users, but
factors affecting the accuracy of recommendations include
mood, geographic location, and the time interval for users to
click or purchase items did not consider into ourmodel. These
considerations will help alleviate the data sparsity problem
and will further potentially increase the prediction accuracy.
In addition, deep learning can mine the hidden relationship
between users and items through layer by layer unsupervised
learning. Thus, deep learning-based recommendation method
is our future research direction.
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